Introduction
============

It has long been recognized that pain and depression are closely related.[@b1-ndt-12-1849]--[@b5-ndt-12-1849] Banks and Kerns[@b6-ndt-12-1849] introduced the diathesis-stress model for pain and depression, suggesting that patients suffering from chronic pain who become depressed may have had a certain premorbid psychological predisposition toward developing depression. Multiple factors are involved in the depression--pain linkage, including neurobiological, genetic, and precipitating environmental factors, as well as psychological, social, and cognitive influences.[@b7-ndt-12-1849]--[@b12-ndt-12-1849] Another important model in medical and psychiatric contexts is Engel's biopsychosocial model.[@b13-ndt-12-1849] Even though the term "biopsychosocial" is rather broad, its name helps remind clinicians of the components involved in the relationship between depression and pain.[@b14-ndt-12-1849]--[@b17-ndt-12-1849] On the basis of this approach, cognitive abilities, which are the brain-based skills and mental processes required to accomplish any task and are part of biological and social factors commonly used in clinical practice, have been shown to be related to pain.[@b18-ndt-12-1849]--[@b22-ndt-12-1849] Regarding psychosocial factors, psychological stress (which is presented as perceived stress, ie, the extent to which individuals perceive that the demands placed on them exceed their ability to cope) has also been shown to have a significant correlation with pain and depression.[@b23-ndt-12-1849]--[@b27-ndt-12-1849] Other psychological factors that have been shown to be related to pain include self-efficacy,[@b28-ndt-12-1849] mastery,[@b29-ndt-12-1849] personal control,[@b30-ndt-12-1849],[@b31-ndt-12-1849] catastrophizing, hopelessness and helplessness,[@b32-ndt-12-1849] and mental defeatism.[@b33-ndt-12-1849] In addition, a person's attachment style also plays a role in the relationship between depression and pain,[@b34-ndt-12-1849]--[@b38-ndt-12-1849] and certain interpersonal problems are also correlated with a high prevalence of both pain and depression: in particular submissiveness and nonassertiveness, and self-sacrificing and friendly submissive behavior.[@b39-ndt-12-1849]--[@b41-ndt-12-1849]

It is well established that pain can cause depression, and depression can also lead to pain. Pain is even considered as a somatic symptom of depression.[@b42-ndt-12-1849]--[@b44-ndt-12-1849] Symptoms of depression increase the risk of future episodes of pain, such as neck pain, low back pain, and cutaneous pain,[@b45-ndt-12-1849]--[@b47-ndt-12-1849] and the greater the severity of depression, the higher the risk of pain.[@b45-ndt-12-1849] More over, a systemic review reported that symptoms of depression worsen the course of pain.[@b48-ndt-12-1849] Carroll et al[@b46-ndt-12-1849] showed that depression was a robust and independent predictor for the onset of an episode of neck and low back pain. Similarly, Schieir et al[@b49-ndt-12-1849] found that symptoms of depression predicted the trajectory of pain for up to 6 months. Using a structural equation model, Trudel-Fitzgerald et al[@b50-ndt-12-1849] notably stated that depression came before pain in cancer patients. The biological explanation for this extensive evidence of correlation is that depression and pain are thought to be mediated by the neurotransmitters serotonin (5-HT) and norepinephrine by means of different but overlapping neuroanatomical pathways.[@b51-ndt-12-1849]

Not only does depression have a direct effect on the development of pain, some studies have also shown indirect effects (mediation) of depression on pain, while others showed depression as an intervening variable (between some variable and pain) in path analysis. For example, in the fear-avoidance model,[@b52-ndt-12-1849] depression appears as a mediator of prospective links between the fear-avoidance model and pain variables, which achieves a better prediction of model variables.[@b53-ndt-12-1849] In the communal coping model of catastrophizing,[@b54-ndt-12-1849] catastrophizing thought has a direct effect on pain intensity, and it also predicted the affective component of pain via depression. Self-sacrificing tendencies were found to moderate the relationship between pain and the physical symptoms in rheumatoid arthritis,[@b55-ndt-12-1849],[@b56-ndt-12-1849] which is associated with depression.[@b57-ndt-12-1849] Another study supporting a pathway from depression to pain was conducted by Saariaho et al.[@b58-ndt-12-1849] They revealed that the group of maladaptive schemas called "endangered" role (eg, disconnection rejection) showed pathways to depression, and from depression to pain disability in the pain patients, while the other group of maladaptive schemas, defined as the "encumbered" role (eg, self-sacrificing), exhibited a direct pathway to pain disability.

The models mentioned thus far illustrate depression as the only mediator or intervening variable. What is lacking in the current research is the role of other possible mediators, which should be included and tested in terms of elucidating the depression--pain linkage in depressed patients. Adding more justifiable variables strengthens the explanatory power of the proposed model. Therefore, other possible mediators operating in the biopsychosocial realm should also be included. This means considering other variables that may exist between depression and pain, or what may precede them if depression is an intervening or a mediating variable with respect to pain.

The primary aim of this study was to look for possible mediators of depression and pain, and to explore the proposed model that depression is a mediator or an intervening variable. All factors were tested simultaneously in a multiple (serial) mediation model to understand the causal order of the related mediators of the two conditions. To our knowledge, this has not yet been previously studied.

Participants and methods
========================

Study design
------------

This study was a secondary analysis of data taken from the Thai Study of Affective Disorders (THAISAD), a 12-month observational study of treatment outcomes among outpatients diagnosed with major depressive disorder, dysthymic disorder, and double depressive disorder.[@b59-ndt-12-1849] The study's protocol was approved by the ethics committee of the Faculty of Medicine, Chiang Mai University. All participants provided written informed consent to be included in this study. The participants were assessed for their severity of depression and quality of life at baseline and then every 3 months for five visits. THAISAD was carried out between March 2011 and August 2012. Only data from baseline of THAISAD were used in this analysis.

THAISAD, although observational in nature, was designed to examine the roles psychosocial variables play with regard to depression outcomes. The predetermined psychosocial variables included in the study were as follows: attachment style, interpersonal problems, perceived social support, and perceived stress. This study describes the cross-sectional analysis carried out to establish any association between pain and depression, including the associated factors.

Participants
------------

Three hundred and forty-six individuals, aged 18 years and older, participated in the study. Participants were diagnosed with major depressive disorder and/or dysthymic disorder according to the *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders*, Fourth Edition, Text Revision, by trained clinicians and psychiatrists, using the Thai version of Mini International Neuropsychiatric Inventory.[@b60-ndt-12-1849],[@b61-ndt-12-1849] Participants were receiving standard treatment from a multidisciplinary team of psychiatrists, psychologists, and social workers at eleven tertiary hospitals across Thailand.

Individuals excluded from the study were 1) those demonstrating comorbidity, or those who were pregnant, or lactating; 2) those suffering from severe substance abuse; 3) those with cognitive impairment based on their performances on the Mini Mental State Exam (MMSE); 4) those with a history of schizophrenia or bipolar disorder; and/or 5) those who did not provide written, informed consent.

Measurements
------------

Demographic data as well as psychosocial variables, as recorded by the participants, were collected by the research assistants. Other measurements used are as follows:

### Pain assessment

The level of bodily pain experienced by the participants -- one of eight components measured by the 36-item health-related quality of life scale (SF-36 version 2, RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, CA, USA)[@b62-ndt-12-1849] -- was used as the main outcome in this study. The Thai version has already demonstrated good reliability.[@b63-ndt-12-1849] Two questions from the pain subscale are: 1) "How much bodily pain have you experienced during the past four weeks?" and 2) "During the past four weeks, how much has pained interfered with your normal work (including work outside the home and housework)?" The responses to these questions ranged from "not at all" to "a lot". A composite score was used combining pain intensity and pain interference ratings into a single score, as it appeared to have greater validity and reliability when compared to a single item.[@b64-ndt-12-1849]

### Severity of depression

The severity of depression was assessed using the 17-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAMD-17).[@b65-ndt-12-1849] The Thai versions of HAMD have demonstrated good reliability and validity in previous studies.[@b66-ndt-12-1849]

### Cognitive function

The MMSE-Thai 2002,[@b67-ndt-12-1849] which was modified from the original version by Folstein et al,[@b68-ndt-12-1849] was used. Information concerning participants' level of education is required to interpret cognitive impairment or dementia using this version of MMSE. In this study, the total score for participants who completed at least elementary school was 30, and the cutoff score for cognitive impairment or dementia was 22. For those who had not completed elementary school, the cutoff score for cognitive impairment was 17. The total score for participants who were illiterate was 23, and the cutoff score for cognitive impairment for these participants was 14. Those whose scores were below the cutoff were excluded from the study.

### Self-sacrificing

This subscale was selected from the Inventory of Interpersonal Problems scale, which assesses eight interpersonal problems, including dominance, vindictiveness, coldness, social inhibition, nonassertiveness, overaccommodation, self-sacrificing, and intrusion.[@b69-ndt-12-1849] An example of the "self-sacrificing state" is "I try to please other people too much". The Thai version of 32-item Inventory of Interpersonal Problems has demonstrated good reliability and validity levels.[@b70-ndt-12-1849]

### The perceived stress scale

This ten-item, 5-point Likert scale instrument records how frequently people feel stressed.[@b71-ndt-12-1849] The Thai versions of perceived stress scale (PSS) have demonstrated good reliability and validity.[@b72-ndt-12-1849]

Procedure
---------

The authors hypothesized that depression (*X*) would indirectly influence pain (*Y*) intensity through causally linked multiple mediators of the cognitive function (*M*~1~), perception of stress (*M*~2~), and self-sacrificing factors (*M*~3~; [Figure 1](#f1-ndt-12-1849){ref-type="fig"}). Depression, pain, perceived stress, self-sacrificing, and cognitive function should have the same direction of association. As the relationship can be bidirectional, the causes and effects may not be precisely determined; nonetheless, the relationship between them, as shown in the multiple mediator model, cannot be ignored. Hence, the model was also tested for serial multiple mediation (SMM) by switching the mediator sequences to see how they would impact upon each other.

Correlations among pain intensity, proposed mediators, and severity of depression within the total sample were calculated using Pearson's correlation. Then, the ability of the variables to account for variances within the HAMD due to pain association was analyzed with a statistical technique called a multiple mediation model.[@b73-ndt-12-1849] Both the parallel multiple mediation model (no relationship between mediators) and the SMM model (appear to be relationships between mediators) were used.

A multiple mediation model allows for a test of the combined effects of all proposed mediators to be carried out (ie, the total indirect effect) and can control for both collinearity among variables and mediation effects, meaning any significant mediation effects are unique.

To identify the direct and indirect effects of depression on pain, ordinary least-square path analysis was employed to estimate coefficients in the model.[@b74-ndt-12-1849] These models were tested using regression (to calculate statistics for specific paths) and bootstrapping (to generate a confidence interval \[CI\] for the mediation effects). These analyses yielded significance tests of specific paths and CIs for mediation effects.

The authors also tested the model in an alternative analysis base, based on what has been found in clinical practice. Since the results of statistical analyses may not always align with the theoretical background, clinically a slow-to-change variable such as inherent personality trait (or in this case self-sacrificing interpersonal style) should be regarded as a predisposing factor (or predictor),[@b75-ndt-12-1849] while other mediators function as precipitating or perpetuating factors. On the basis of this view, for this study, personality or self-sacrificing traits were considered the first variable (predictor, *X*), while pain served as the final variable (outcome, *Y*). Perceived stress (*M*~1~), cognitive function (*M*~2~), and depression (*M*~3~) were then considered to be the mediator variables. This model was tested to determine to what extent these mediators indirectly affect self-sacrificing interpersonal style's influence on pain, in hope that the results might add something new or confirm previous ideas.

Multiple mediation analysis allows multiple mediators to be examined and reports the individual effects of each mediator while controlling for the others. Furthermore, covariates can be included in the model. If the upper and lower bounds of the 95% bias-corrected CIs do not contain zero, the indirect effect is considered significant. Beta weights provide an index of the magnitude of the indirect effect size. Similar to the basic idea of traditional mediation methods ([Figure 1](#f1-ndt-12-1849){ref-type="fig"}), "A" paths represent the association between the predictor of HAMD and mediator variables, in this case *a*~1~--*a*~3~. The "B" paths, meanwhile, represent the association between mediator variables and the pain outcome variable controlling for "A", in this case *b*~1~--*b*~3~. Finally, the "C" path represents the total effect of HAMD on the pain outcome variable, having controlled for indirect effects. Indirect effects (ie, mediation effects) are defined as "*a*" × "*b*". The total indirect effect is represented by the sum of "*a*~1~*b*~1~ + *a*~2~*b*~2~ + *a*~3~*b*~3~".

As recommended by Preacher and Hayes,[@b73-ndt-12-1849] we used a bootstrapping method as it is considered the most powerful, most effective method to use with small samples, and the least vulnerable to Type I errors. In addition, bootstrapping does not assume normal distributions for any variable, and it is also a nonparametric resampling procedure. We resampled the data 10,000 times as recommended by Hayes;[@b74-ndt-12-1849] while we used a new method described by Preacher and Hayes[@b73-ndt-12-1849] to simultaneously test multiple mediators. Moreover, we considered bootstrapping to be the most powerful and appropriate method to obtain confidence limits for specific indirect effects under most conditions. In particular, bias-corrected bootstrapping was used whenever possible.

Covariates
----------

Some factors can produce spurious associations, particularly in a nonexperimental study such as this one. Therefore, demographic data, including sex, age, education, marital status, employment status, and income levels, were statistically accounted for.

Statistical analyses
====================

All analyses in this study were conducted using IBM SPSS 22 for Windows (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). An examination of the raw data carried out prior to data analysis revealed that less than 4.3% of the data were missing. To ensure that data of all participants were included, a multiple imputation was used to estimate values for the missing data.

For the continuous variables, mean ± standard deviations and medians with ranges were used, whereas categorical data were presented as numbers and percentages. The statistical significance level for all the tests was set at a *P*-value of below 0.05.

For multiple mediation analysis, the SPSS macro PROCESS (model 4) was applied with three significant mediators. In SMM, a causal chain links the mediators with a specified direction of causal flow, leading to the creation of paths between mediators. For the serial analysis, SPSS macro PROCESS (model 6) was used, applying three significant mediators for each single analysis. As recommended by Hayes,[@b74-ndt-12-1849] the regression/path coefficients are all in unstandardized form as standardized coefficients generally have no useful substantive interpretation.

Model fit was also examined using the following criteria: a chi-square/*df* of ≤2, a *P*-value of \>0.05, a comparative fit index of ≥0.95, and a root mean square error approximation of \<0.06.[@b76-ndt-12-1849]

Results
=======

Among 346 participants, 264 were women, and 82 were men. An average age was 46.6 years (standard deviation \[SD\] =15.9). Forty-four percent were married, 23% were widowed, divorced, or separated, and 33% were single. In terms of education level, 23% completed high school and 34% completed a bachelor's degree or higher. Seventy-six percent of the participants were employed, and 24% were unemployed.

Initial analyses
----------------

### Descriptive statistics and zero-order correlations

[Table 1](#t1-ndt-12-1849){ref-type="table"} lists the mean values, standard deviations, and ranges for the sociodemographic and clinical variables. There was a significant correlation between HAMD scores, pain scores, and the proposed mediators, ie, PSS, cognitive function, and self-sacrificing. The correlation coefficients for the HAMD scores ranged from *r*=−0.15, *P*\<0.01 to *r*=0.31, *P*\<0.01, while the correlation coefficients for the pain scores ranged from *r*=−0.18, *P*\<0.01 to *r*=−0.27, *P*\<0.01. HAMD, as a predictor and independent variable, was also found to be significantly related to pain, as a dependent variable (*r*=−0.25, *P*\<0.01).

As recommended by Baron and Kenny,[@b77-ndt-12-1849] mediators have to be significantly correlated with both the predictors and outcome variables. All the proposed mediators here, including demographic, clinical, and psychosocial variables, were analyzed with predictor and criterion variables (pain), to establish their significance and to assess whether to include them in the path model. The analysis found that only perceived stress, cognitive function, and self-sacrificing could be included in the path model; therefore, they were submitted for multiple mediational analysis.

Test of the models
------------------

### The parallel multiple model

This model evaluated whether perceived stress, cognitive function, and self-sacrificing would mediate the relationship between pain and depression. In the first regression, depression accounted for 9.7% of the unique variance in pain (*R*^2^=0.0968, *t*=4.4009, *P*\<0.0001). After removing the effects of demographic variables, which are sex, age, education, marital status, employment status, and income, depression on its own accounted for 6.3% of the variance in pain scores (*R*^2^=0.0632, *t*=4.7992, *P*\<0.0001).

From the values given in [Table 2](#t2-ndt-12-1849){ref-type="table"}, we see that perceived stress, self-sacrificing, and cognitive function significantly mediated the relationship between depression and pain, because the bootstrap CI was above zero while controlling for demographic variables. The total effect of depression on pain was significant (*c*=0.9720, CI =0.5375--1.4062, *t*=4.4009, *P*\<0.001). Meanwhile, the regression coefficient estimates -- based on the use of 95% bias-corrected CI as evidence of the mediation of total indirect and indirect effects for perceived stress, cognitive function, and self-sacrificing -- were calculated as follows: total indirect =0.3496, CI =0.1830--0.5643, *a*~2~*b*~2~ =0.2430, CI =0.1015--0.4400, *a*~1~*b*~1~ =0.0460, CI =−0.0133--0.1552, and *a*~3~*b*~3~ =0.0606, CI =0.0010--0.1736, respectively. The total amount of variance accounted for by the overall model, which included depression and three proposed mediators, was 15.46%.

SMM analysis
------------

This model uses the assumption that no mediator causally influences another. The authors tested each mediator's impact on the others in terms of the whole indirect depression effect created by these three mediators.

Since three mediators were used, six different causal order models were produced ([Table 3](#t3-ndt-12-1849){ref-type="table"}). All six models were compared in terms of the significant path created by each different causal order of the mediators. SMM 1 and SMM 2 yielded only two significant indirect paths, whereas most SMMs yielded five significant indirect paths ([Table 4](#t4-ndt-12-1849){ref-type="table"}).

The causal order impacted upon the strength of the relationship between mediators, for example, the regression path coefficient for perceived stress to cognitive function in SMM 1 was −0.0563 (CI =−0.1101 to −0.0026), while the coefficient for cognitive function to perceived stress was −0.2202 (CI =−0.4304 to −0.0100) in SMM 3, denoting the latter had larger effect ([Figure 2](#f2-ndt-12-1849){ref-type="fig"}). The role of indirect effect cognitive function was found to be insignificant in parallel with multiple mediation, as the 95% bias-corrected bootstrap CI straddled zero (*a*~1~*b*~1~ =0.0460, CI =−0.0133--0.1552, *t*=1.1084, *P*=0.2684; [Table 2](#t2-ndt-12-1849){ref-type="table"}), but became a significantly indirect effect when perceived stress was the next mediator (so: depression--cognitive function--perceived stress--pain) in SMMs 3, 4, and 6.

Similarly, for self-sacrificing, even though it had no indirect effect on its own but influenced perceived stress, the final pain score (depression--self-sacrificing--perceived stress--pain) was 0.0317, CI =0.0088--0.0790. This underlines the importance perceived stress plays as a mediator for depression.

It is interesting to note that SMM 3 -- where cognitive function served as the first mediator (*M*~1~), perceived stress as the second (*M*~2~), and self-sacrificing as the third (*M*~3~) -- was the only causal chain that yielded a significant indirect path for all three mediators.

As a whole, perceived stress, cognitive function, and the interpersonal problem of self-sacrificing did mediate the link between depression and pain, but only partially.

This study found that the worse the depression was, the more it would contribute to a perception of stress, a greater level of self-sacrificing, and reduced cognitive function, which in turn would together lead to greater pain being experienced.

Alternative analysis
--------------------

To further examine the hypothesized causal chain mediation, the authors ran the data through an alternative analysis based on case formulation taken from the clinical practice mentioned in the "Introduction" section. In this alternative analysis, the authors tested why patients with self-sacrificing interpersonal style (as a predisposing factor) subsequently developed pain. In these cases, self-sacrificing served as the first (or independent) variable, with perception of stress, cognitive function, and depression serving as the mediators in that order. Pain served as the final (or dependent) variable ([Figure 3](#f3-ndt-12-1849){ref-type="fig"}). Initially, the total direct (*c*) for self-sacrificing was significant (1.450, 95% CI =0.601--2.300, *t*=3.3582, *P*=0.009), but after this alternative serial mediation analysis was used, its direct effect (*c*′) was reduced to a nonsignificant level (coefficient =0.8021, 95% CI =−0.0571--1.6613, *t*=1.8363, *P*=0.0672). It appeared that the effect of self-sacrificing on pain was fully mediated by these three mediators. The total indirect effect of self-sacrificing was still notably significant (coefficient =0.6483, 95% CI =0.2977--1.0643).

Three specific indirect paths where perceived stress was the first mediator (*M*~1~) were found to be significant, except for the chain in which cognitive function served as the second mediator (*M*~2~) (so: self-sacrificing--perceived stress--cognitive function--pain).

Discussion
==========

In our alternative analysis, the model used and tested was based on clinical observation and the psychodynamic theory/approach, and was carried out within a real clinical practice. The analysis involved a test of the indirect effect of personality roots (eg, being self-sacrificing) on pain for individuals with depression. It helped to explain how self-sacrificing behavior leads to pain, primarily because it is mediated by perceived stress, poor cognitive function, and depression. This model is supported by the communal coping model, as explained by Sullivan et al,[@b78-ndt-12-1849] which suggests that catastrophizing functions as an interpersonal coping strategy are used "to maximize proximity or to solicit assistance or empathic responses from others". Self-sacrificing interpersonal behavior significantly predicts catastrophizing, beyond the contribution of general distress. When perceived stress was added, leading to a negative cognitive function (implying a worsening ability to cope with problems), depression would ensue, which then led to pain, the level of which was in accordance with the person's underlying characteristics of nonassertiveness.[@b79-ndt-12-1849] In fact, this should not be viewed as a causal relationship, like those in cross-sectional analyses.

It is interesting to note the role of perceived stress in the model. In the model, all three mediators played a role in the chain, even though cognitive function was first found to be insignificant in the parallel multiple model. However, cognitive function appeared as the first mediator, followed by perceived stress, in the three-serial model, where it played a more significant role. This also emphasizes the vital role played by perceived stress with respect to depression and pain.[@b80-ndt-12-1849] As found in the serial mediation model of depression and pain, this alternative model showed that perceived stress has the strongest indirect effect and is the most important link between the two mediators.

It is not common to test more than two mediators, even though a clinician may find many more variables that are related to the outcome. To our knowledge, this study might be the first test of a three-serial-mediator model for depression and pain. As claimed by Hayes,[@b74-ndt-12-1849] using three-serial mediators together forms a highly complex model, particularly for interpretation purposes, as the model can create up to eight distinct effects that depression has on pain: seven indirect effects and one direct effect. Discovering chains of causality is not only important for confirming theory and giving a basic understanding of the processes in question, but it also represents a first step toward reducing depression and pain, as it provides possible targets for intervention.

Serial mediation also made the data fit the model perfectly, more so than a parallel multiple mediator model. Even though SMM produced the same total indirect effects as parallel multiple mediation, the sequence of mediators yielded different results for the indirect chain of mediators. SMM 3, in which cognitive function served as the first mediator (*M*~1~), provided a significant chain that covered all three mediators, whereas using parallel multiple mediation did not give cognitive function a role as a mediator, as it did not have a significant, indirect effect.

Even though cross-sectional results preclude us from making a robust conclusion, using the multiple mediator approach does open the door to more interesting analytical tests of the complex causal model surrounding pain and depression. In other words, the cross-sectional design used here sets the stage for further analysis to be undertaken, using other interesting mediators.

The far higher computer performance that is available to us today opens up more opportunities for clinicians to test their assumptions concerning clinical problems that they are facing in real practice, as well as to gain greater understanding and to achieve better ways of helping patients. However, it remains a challenge to use relevant variables in a model and to interpret the results.

Strengths and limitations
-------------------------

This study has many strengths, including that it was the first test of the theoretical predictions made concerning depression patients based on the use of multiple variables within a biopsychosocial framework. This study, therefore, provided us with the opportunity to compare mechanisms and theories within a single, integrated model. In addition, using serial mediation gave us the opportunity to identify how one mediator impacts upon others in a chain of indirect effects.

One limitation of this study is its use of a cross-sectional design, as this prevented us from clearly defining the relationship between depression and pain. This means our model's causal pathways need to be interpreted with care.

The study is also susceptible to confounding or epiphenomenal associations, for even though statistical control was applied, there was an absence of randomness. Further analysis as part of a prospective study should therefore be carried out in such a way that includes randomness. As claimed by Hayes,[@b74-ndt-12-1849] experimental, random assignment cannot by itself guarantee the presence of a causal order; however, a longitudinal study might provide stronger evidence. Finally, a questionnaire specifically designed to assess pain should be used to elaborate more upon the outcomes with regard to this symptom. Finally, since all the variables in this study were assessed using a self-reporting mechanism, a common method bias may have played a part in generating the results.

Clinical implication and future research
----------------------------------------

As mentioned in the "Introduction" section, with regard to the relationship between depression and pain, we should pay attention not only to specific variables per se, but also to their causal sequence. To simplify the results, it appears that in clinical practice we should notice that those people with self-sacrificing interpersonal problems, who also feel a high level of stress, tend to have higher levels of depression than those who have a lower level of stress. When these people get depressed, they tend to express pain, especially those who are lower in cognitive function.

In addition, the results have implications for future research in terms of testing the model and in terms of clinical application. From a theoretical point of view, these serial mediators of depression and pain support the complex model in a biopsychosocial context, although there may be many groups of mediators in the same biopsychosocial framework. This model, at least, substantiates clinicians' beliefs about the importance of these variables. Clinicians might be aware of the possible mediators involved in their practices even though such mediators need to be further explored, and a definitive conclusion has not yet been reached. For clinicians, statistical significance of the model may not be as important as the model being clinically sound.

Conclusion
==========

This study aimed to explore how certain variables serve as indirect mediators of depression and pain. It might be difficult to find a full mediation in such cases, since depression itself can be attributed to pain. In addition to the direct effects of depression, it is important to identify the mediators responsible for indirect effects, especially those that can be modified, such as cognitive function, perceived stress, and self-sacrificing behavior. Serial mediation may help us see how this link works and what the key mediators are in the chain. It is interesting to note that no significant indirect effect of self-sacrificing on pain was observed when perceived stress was not involved in the depression and/or cognitive function mediational chain. However, on the basis of the results of this study's cross-sectional analysis, it is recommended that longitudinal relationships should be examined to confirm the more definitive causality terms over time.
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![Path diagram illustrating the direct effects and causal paths linking depression--pain symptoms.\
**Notes:** *a*~1~, *a*~2~, *a*~3~, *b*~1~, *b*~2~, *b*~3~, *c*′ = path coefficient (unstandardized coefficient). The model fit statistics was chi-square =32.292, *df*=3, *P*\<0.0001, chi-square/*df*=10.76; comparative fit index =0.941, root mean square error approximation =0.168, and standardized root mean square residual =0.0350.\
**Abbreviations:** *df*, degrees of freedom; SMM, serial multiple mediation.](ndt-12-1849Fig1){#f1-ndt-12-1849}

![Path diagram illustrating direct effects and causal paths linking depression with pain symptoms (SMM 3).\
**Notes:** Values outside parentheses = path coefficient or unstandardized coefficient; values in parentheses = standard error, \**P*\<0.001. The model fit statistics were as follows: chi-square =1.300, *df*=1, chi-square/*df*=1.3, *P*=0.254; comparative fit index =0.999, and root mean square error approximation =0.029.\
**Abbreviations:** *df*, degrees of freedom; SMM, serial multiple mediation.](ndt-12-1849Fig2){#f2-ndt-12-1849}

![An alternative serial mediation model proposing how self-sacrificing predicts pain.\
**Notes:** Values outside parentheses = path coefficient or unstandardized coefficient; values in parentheses = standard error, \**P*\<0.001. The model fit statistics were as follows: chi-square =1.300, *df*=1, chi-square/*df*=1.3, *P*=0.254; comparative fit index =0.999, and root mean square error approximation =0.029.\
**Abbreviation:** *df*, degrees of freedom.](ndt-12-1849Fig3){#f3-ndt-12-1849}

###### 

Participants' characteristics

  Variables                                   Values, mean ± SD (min--max) OR n (%)
  ------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------
  Age; mean ± SD (min--max) (years)           45.61±15.9 (18--83)
  Sex, n (%)                                  
   Male                                       82 (23.7)
   Female                                     264 (76.3)
  Education, n (%)                            
   Less than elementary                       46 (13.1)
   Elementary to junior high school           104 (30.1)
   High school                                79 (22.8)
   Bachelor or higher                         117 (33.8)
  Marital status, n (%)                       
   Single                                     114 (32.9)
   Cohabitated or married                     151 (43.6)
   Lived alone (widowed/divorced/separated)   81 (23.4)
  Employment, n (%)                           
   Yes                                        264 (76.3)
   No                                         82 (23.7)
  Clinical characteristics (mean ± SD)        
   Pain                                       49.78 (27.5)
   Perceived stress                           19.22 (5.3)
   MMSE                                       26.20 (3.3)
   Self-sacrificing                           8.01 (3.4)
   HAMD                                       24.24 (6.6)

**Abbreviations:** SD, standard deviation; min, minimum; max, maximum; OR, odds ratio; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Exam; HAMD, Hamilton Depression Rating Scale.

###### 

Path coefficients, indirect effects, and 95% bias-corrected confidence interval predicting pain symptom scores (N=346)[a](#tfn2-ndt-12-1849){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Path                     Effect    BootLLCI   BootULCI   SE       *t*       *P*-value
  ------------------------ --------- ---------- ---------- -------- --------- -----------
  Total effect (*c*)       0.9720    0.5375     1.4062     0.2208   4.4009    \<0.0001
  Direct effect (*c*′)     0.6222    0.1751     1.0694     0.2273   2.7372    0.0065
   *a*~1~                  −0.0650   −0.1054    −0.0245    0.0206   −3.1574   0.0017
   *a*~2~                  0.2343    0.1543     0.3143     0.0407   5.3559    \<0.0001
   *a*~3~                  0.0360    −0.0196    0.0917     0.0283   1.2740    0.2035
   *b*~1~                  −0.7081   −1.8316    0.4153     0.5711   −1.2398   0.2159
   *b*~2~                  1.0373    0.4468     1.6277     0.3002   3.4558    0.0006
   *b*~3~                  0.8021    −0.0571    1.6613     0.4368   1.8363    0.0672
  Indirect effects                                                            
   Total indirect effect   0.3496    0.1830     0.5643     0.0959   3.6455    0.0003
   *a*~1~*b*~1~            0.0460    −0.0133    0.1552     0.0415   1.1084    0.2684
   *a*~2~*b*~2~            0.2430    0.1015     0.4400     0.0845   2.8757    0.0043
   *a*~3~*b*~3~            0.0606    0.0010     0.1736     0.0417   1.4532    0.1471

**Notes:**

Models include controls for age, sex, education level, employment status, and income. *a*~1~, *a*~2~, *a*~3~ = regression coefficients of *X*~1~, *X*~2~, *X*~3~, respectively. *b*~1~, *b*~2~, *b*~3~ = regression coefficients of *M*~1~, *M*~2~, *M*~3~, respectively.

**Abbreviations:** BootLLCI, bootstrapping lower limit confidence interval; BootULCI, bootstrapping upper limit confidence interval; SE, standard error.

###### 

Possible serial models, according to different causal orders

  Mediator by causal order   SMM model                                                                                                
  -------------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- --------------------
  *M*~1~                     Perceived stress     Perceived stress     Cognitive function   Cognitive function   Self-sacrificing     Self-sacrificing
  *M*~2~                     Cognitive function   Self-sacrificing     Perceived stress     Self-sacrificing     Perceived stress     Cognitive function
  *M*~3~                     Self-sacrificing     Cognitive function   Self-sacrificing     Perceived stress     Cognitive function   Perceived stress

**Abbreviation:** SMM, serial multiple mediator.

###### 

Causal chain according to models (*X* → *M*~1~ → *M*~2~ → *M*~3~ → *Y*)

  ----------- ------------ ------------------------ ---------------------- ---------------------- ----------
  SMM 1                                                                                           
   **ind1**   Depression   **Perceived stress**     **Pain**                                      
   ind2                    Perceived stress         Cognitive function     Pain                   
   **ind3**                **Perceived stress**     **Self-sacrificing**   **Pain**               
   ind4                    Perceived stress         Cognitive function     Self-sacrificing       pain
   ind5                    Cognitive function       Pain                                          
   ind6                    Cognitive function       Self-sacrificing       Pain                   
   ind7                    Self-sacrificing         Pain                                          
  SMM 2                                                                                           
   **ind1**   Depression   **Perceived stress**     **Pain**                                      
   **ind2**                **Perceived stress**     **Self-sacrificing**   **Pain**               
   ind3                    Perceived stress         Cognitive function     Pain                   
   ind4                    Perceived stress         Self-sacrificing       Cognitive function     Pain
   ind5                    Self-sacrificing         Pain                                          
   ind6                    Self-sacrificing         Cognitive function     Pain                   
   ind7                    Cognitive function       Pain                                          
  SMM 3                                                                                           
   ind1       Depression   Cognitive function       Pain                                          
   **ind2**                **Cognitive function**   **Perceived stress**   **Pain**               
   ind3                    Cognitive function       Self-sacrificing       Pain                   
   **ind4**                **Cognitive function**   **Perceived stress**   **Self-sacrificing**   **Pain**
   **ind5**                **Perceived stress**     **Pain**                                      
   **ind6**                **Perceived stress**     **Self-sacrificing**   **Pain**               
   ind7                    Self-sacrificing         Pain                                          
  SMM 4                                                                                           
   ind1       Depression   Cognitive function       Pain                                          
   ind2                    Cognitive function       Self-sacrificing       Pain                   
   **ind3**                **Cognitive function**   **Perceived stress**   **Pain**               
   ind4                    Cognitive function       Self-sacrificing       Perceived stress       Pain
   **ind5**                **Self-sacrificing**     **Pain**                                      
   **ind6**                **Self-sacrificing**     **Perceived stress**   **Pain**               
   **ind7**                **Perceived stress**     **Pain**                                      
  SMM 5                                                                                           
   **ind1**   Depression   **Self-sacrificing**     **Pain**                                      
   **ind2**                **Self-sacrificing**     **Perceived stress**   **Pain**               
   ind3                    Self-sacrificing         Cognitive function     Pain                   
   ind4                    Self-sacrificing         Perceived stress       Cognitive function     Pain
   **ind5**                **Perceived stress**     **Pain**                                      
   ind6                    Perceived stress         Cognitive function     Pain                   
   ind7                    Cognitive function       Pain                                          
  SMM 6                                                                                           
   **ind1**   Depression   **Self-sacrificing**     **Pain**                                      
   ind2                    Self-sacrificing         Cognitive function     Pain                   
   **ind3**                **Self-sacrificing**     **Perceived stress**   **Pain**               
   ind4                    Self-sacrificing         Cognitive function     Perceived stress       Pain
   ind5                    Cognitive function       Pain                                          
   **ind6**                **Cognitive function**   **Perceived stress**   **Pain**               
   **ind7**                **Perceived stress**     **Pain**                                      
  ----------- ------------ ------------------------ ---------------------- ---------------------- ----------

**Note:** Values in bold indicate significant bias-corrected bootstrap 95% confidence interval above zero.

**Abbreviations:** Ind, indirect path; SMM, serial multiple mediator.
